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As wage inflation in the US continues to sink back to levels c mm  s ra   w  h a 2%   fla      arg  , Fa h m’s Global Outlook, 

Autumn 2023 singles out America as the major economy most likely to avoid a recession – indeed, in our central case it does 

just that. But does the US equity market reflect that outperformance? In short, it does; with rich valuations of US stocks 

reflecting this. As the chart below shows, the US market commanded the highest earnings multiple (forward price-earnings ratio) 

among major markets in the last calendar quarter, and that was not just down to positive sentiment. On the contrary, it mainly 

reflected the fact that even after a bad year, when rising costs were threatening profit margins, US corporate earnings remained 

high — because businesses succeeded in either passing on costs to consumers or tapping more and better-placed markets. 

When the volatility of US corporate earnings remains low even after such a challenging year, most investors would perceive the 

risk of throwing money into US equities as low.   

 

 

 

Resilient corporate fundamentals have helped US equity prices to recover after the worst annual performance since the global 

financial crisis (GFC). Interestingly, the relatively large 2023 drawdown indicates that the recovery did not occur at the start of 

2023 but actually materialised later. Such resilience was theref r       ak   f r gra     b  , as Fa h m’s ch  f  c   m s  

Andrew Brigden outlined in a Recession Watch note in February, it had to be seen to prove itself — much like the rest of the 

economy. 
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Rotations in corporate valuations can be tracked via earnings momentum — changes in forecasted future earnings — as well as 

by the rates at which these earnings are discounted. The end of 2023 Q1 saw a turning point, as indications multiplied that the 

hiking cycle — then a year old — had curbed neither consumption nor employment, while inflation remained on a downward 

trajectory. At that point, analysts started upgrading their earnings forecasts while, later still, discount rates indicated a slight fall. 

The indicative valuations based on these earnings forecasts, now discounted at lower rates, set the tone for an improving US 

equity market performance for 2023. This improving performance seems set to continue if the relationship between the 

cyclically-adjusted price-to-earning (CAPE) ratio and future returns is to be trusted. By indicating cheaper cyclically-adjusted 

earnings when lower, CAPE points to further price appreciation in the next decade, on average. However, the devil is in the 

detail and, statistically, relations based on averages do not always materialise. Indeed, there are some points of note in the 

second chart below. In particular, we can see when lower CAPE was not followed by higher equity returns
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Are there any weak links in the 2023 performance? Professional analysts upgraded the long-term earnings forecasts of 

approximately half of the largest and most robust US companies, but what is happening to the rest of corporate America? The 

truth is that a more comprehensive US sample is unlikely to have the same high proportion of positive future earnings views – 

forecasts there would have to be more timid, as companies are far smaller.  

 

 

 

Additionally, the good performance is concentrated in a few companies, making it harder to assess the overall robustness of the 

2023 US equity market. So far this year, the S&P 500 has returned around 13%, but this has been largely attributable to the 

pr p r      f  h  ‘Magnificent Seven’ — a new set of tech companies replacing the FAANG group, as artificial intelligence (AI) 

takes the world by storm — increasing by 7% (from 19.5% at the end of 2022 to around 27% now). We have now reached a 

p     wh r   h  c mb     mark   cap  al sa      f  h  ‘Mag  f c    S v  ’ r pr s   s ar     40%  f  h  r ma    g 493 s  cks. 

A market that is so heavily dependent on the performance of so very few stocks is a fragile market indeed. It is also a market 

with a heightened fear of bubbles, where any negative shock is amplified. This recent, spectacular outperformance of a few is 

r m   sc     f  h  ‘   .c m’ b bbl  a   h    r   f  h  m ll     m. Th  , as   w, c  s   rabl  hyp  s rr    ed a handful of tech 

stocks that rose spectacularly within a short period. In a classic bubble, some of the stocks that saw a dramatic rise 

subsequently crashed out completely. We recently came perilously close to a repeat of that, as the second chart below shows. 

Fortunately, the launch of Op  AI’s GPT-4 (at the 1084th day of the event study chart) has turbo-charged the prospects of the 

‘Mag  f c    S v  ’, r v rsing their downward  raj c  ry a   plac  g a   s   c  s para     b  w     h  ‘   .c m’ b bbl  a   

now — at least for the time being...  

  

https://www.nasdaq.com/articles/forget-faang-meet-the-magnificent-seven-stocks-surging-in-2023
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Was this a tribute to the unparalleled resilience of corporate America and its versatility and innovative spirit, which positioned it 

to best integrate AI into a pivotal (indeed, transformational) role, thus unlocking higher trend rates of economic growth? Or was 

it just a fortunate coincidence that was then super-hyp   by    ay’s m   a? Is  h r  s m  h  g  ls  brewing in corporate 

America that is potentially hidden behind the good aggregate performance? In an upcoming In-depth note, Fathom will examine 

the US corporate sector for signs of trouble. We will delve specifically into the world of financially constrained firms and how, 

when faced with hardship, such troubles may lead to widespread market upheaval.  

 

Further reading 

Global Outlook, Autumn 2023: fortunes diverging 

Recession Watch: longer debt maturities are no panacea 
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